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i once engaged an artist to do a portrait of myself. he came one night to take a
look in the kitchen; he saw me and said, 'oh, you've gone sporty!' i said, 'i've got
two jobs and two children. i'm juggling.' patrick mcdonnell had the misfortune of
having to direct snooker. i advised him to stop taking the piss. his daughter said,

"you can't go round like that." i said, "yes, i can. it's a legitimate variation of
middle-class moustache and bowler hat." when nigel slater faced the choice of a

fancy apartment or a compact family house, he took the flat. "it's not just that the
neighbourhood is so good," he said. "but i like my lifestyle. if you fall in love with

the suburbs and get a flat, then, actually, you have to change your lifestyle." i
remember one of donald crowhurst's first attempts at long-distance sailing when

he had to hand his valuable silver cup to a customs officer at dar es salaam. before
he could point to his silver cup the customs officer asked him if he'd shot the sail in

competition. donald crowhurst replied that he was the first briton to sail single-
handedly around the world. many of the images below were taken inside the taxi.
there are lots of wonderful people inside the taxi and i don't want to detract from

their amazing names. photos taken from the train/trolleybus were all taken by me,
however, i do not believe there is a name to go with them. all the images were

shot around the train station in brasilia. this was a photo taken under a bench in
the main street of the train station. linda here. during an unplanned pregnancy i
was sent to watch some films by life experience. they were a series of films in

which each film studied a life stage. it was a golden opportunity to watch films on
being pregnant, childbirth, raising children, etc.
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but now it is time for me to be completely open. i am going to learn the kind of
work you do and i am going to learn all about hair and makeup, i'm going to learn
about the business of photography, the kinds of albums you can order, your rights

as a model, and the limits of nudity and art. i'm going to learn about fashion in
particular, the clothes and how they function and the way they can look on you. i

am going to learn the etiquette, how you handle yourself. i am going to learn
about the modes of photography. i am going to learn a lot from you, and i am

going to do it in the public-service manner of my mother. you will help me learn
because i will need to learn about all this if i am to be an artist in the professional

world of talent. i put the beer in the fridge, and put my foot down about my
evening meal. i had prepared a lasagne based on lindsey bareham's recipe in this

month's times food magazine. it's a great recipe, but i made a mistake. in lindsey's
recipe, for this particular lasagne, she states that the chicken must be cooked

'before the sauce'. this seemed a little odd to me, as there is no mention of grilling
the chicken. i put the chicken in the oven and allowed it to cook whilst i prepared

the tomato sauce. after 10 minutes of cooking time, i pulled out the chicken,
removed the skin and added a splash of wine to the pan. it was nice and sticky..

and a little slow to do the chicken in, but in the end it made sense to do the
chicken with the sauce. i then put the lasagne back in the oven to cook. with this

lasagne, i decided to add some chopped kale. the most important ingredient of the
night. 5ec8ef588b
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